
ADHESIVES AND PUTTIES

 ColoUrS    

Resin: beige, Harden: White; Mixture: Tixotropyc paste beige; Dosage of the mixture: 1/10.

INSTrUCTIoNS for USE    

1- Unscrew the top and take off the red shutter. 
2- Draw back the gun. Returned back the presser rod at the back. Introduce the cartridge in the gun. 
3- Screw the mixing tube. Do not use the first couple of centimetres. 
4- Introduce the iron pulling and turn it to left and right towards the end of the hole. An exceeded product must 
appear. 

SolID SUrfACES

1- Introduce the sieve 
2- Inject mortar 
3- Introduce the rod with a rotation movement 

USES  	 	
 
Anchors threaded rods or iron for concrete, stone, etc. Perfect for heavy loads and rods with a Ø >15mm. 
The characteristics of this product are that allows reducing the depth of anchorage. 

SUrfACE PrEPArATIoN   	

Perforate with a drill. 
Clean it with a brush or air pressure 

EmPTy SUrfACES

1- Introduce the sieve 
2- Inject the mortar 
3- Introduce the rod with a rotation movement 

It’s a mortar with epoxy resins of fast hardener and high performance.

HorfIX-PACk EPoXI
EPoxy MoRTAR foR AnCHoRAgE 



SpecificationS

PACkINg AND STorINg    

Cartridge of 280ml, manual application of silicon gun. The mixture is done by the mixer 
tube, that its fixed at the end of the cartridge. Do not use the first 10cm of the mixer 
tube. 
Store the cartridge from the sun and high temperatures. Time of conservation superior 
to 9 months. 

HygIENE AND SAfETy    

Epoxy resins and its hardeners are irritant products to eyes and skin. The precautions of 
how to use the product are indicated in the cartridge label.

HArDENEr TImE

TEMPERATURE MAnIPUlATIon TIME HARDEnER TIME

  5 ºC 20 minutes 2-3 hours

20 ºC 6 minutes    1 hour

30 ºC 3 minutes 45 minutes

35 ºC 1 minutes 30 minutes

mAXImUm loAD SUPPorTED 

HolloW bRICk kn HolloW ConCRETE kn

Threaded rod Traction 0,6 Traction 0,9

M8-M10-M12 Shear    1,5 Shear   1,8

Sieve Traction 0,4 Traction  0,5

M8-M10-M12 Shear    1,5 Shear    1,8

MAxIMUM loAD RESISTAnCE of ConCRETE 152.5R

nominal diameter of the rod (mm) 8 10 12

Perforation of the diameter D (mm) 10 12 14

Depth l (mm). loads f applicable on 80 100 120

Rod in kn 5,3 8 11,2
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